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                    How we use cookies
                

                Eurocardinternational.com use cookies on this site. Some cookies are necessary and will always be set. Your preferences will be saved for 12 months.


                You can choose the following cookies:
                	
                            Performance cookies so we can measure the site
                        



                You can always find your cookie settings at the bottom of each page.

Read more about cookies
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    We would like to draw your attention that our websites use cookies. A cookie is a piece of information that a website transfers to the cookie file on your computer or device.








Cookies




        
            
                
                
                Necessary Cookies
            
             are used to ensure the proper functioning of our website, to maintain security and to save certain functions. You can set your web browser to block these cookies, but parts of our website will cease to function if you do.


            
                
                    
                        Necessary Cookies
                    

                    

                
                
                            
                                ASP.NET_SessionId

                                Used when you open the browser and go to a website that implements ASP.NET session state. Required to identify requests from the same browser during a limited session time window when browsing the website.

                                
                                    Provider:

                                    SEB Kort

                                

                                
                                    Expires:

                                     End of visit

                                

                            

                            
                                ASP.NET_SessionId_OA

                                Used to anonymously identify requests from the same browser when browsing the website.

                                
                                    Provider:

                                    SEB Kort

                                

                                
                                    Expires:

                                     End of visit

                                

                            

                            
                                BIGipServer~public-front~iam_prd_ext_bulk.1453_pool

                                Used by the load balancer to provide availability and scalability to the application and ensure that a visitor has a consistent experience.

                                
                                    Provider:

                                    SEB kort

                                

                                
                                    Expires:

                                     End of visit

                                

                            

                            
                                CookieConsent

                                Stores information about the level of cookie consent given by the visitor.

                                
                                    Provider:

                                    SEB Kort

                                

                                
                                    Expires:

                                     12 Months

                                

                            

                            
                                C0WNET

                                Used to anonymously identify requests from the same browser when browsing the website.

                                
                                    Provider:

                                    SEB Kort

                                

                                
                                    Expires:

                                     24 Months

                                

                            

                            
                                epslanguage

                                Stores information about viewved or requested language version.

                                
                                    Provider:

                                    SEB Kort

                                

                                
                                    Expires:

                                     24 Hours

                                

                            

                            
                                iampsc1090

                                Used by the load balancer to provide availability and scalability to the application and ensure that a visitor has a consistent experience.

                                
                                    Provider:

                                    SEB Kort

                                

                                
                                    Expires:

                                     End of visit

                                

                            

                            
                                PGNET

                                Used to anonymously identify requests from the same browser when browsing the website.

                                
                                    Provider:

                                    SEB Kort

                                

                                
                                    Expires:

                                     End of visit

                                

                            

                            
                                sat_track

                                Used by the tag management tool to determine the level of consent given by the visitor.

                                
                                    Provider:

                                    SEB Kort

                                

                                
                                    Expires:

                                     12 Months

                                

                            

                            
                                sat_track_oa

                                Used by the tag management tool to determine the level of consent given by the visitor.

                                
                                    Provider:

                                    SEB Kort

                                

                                
                                    Expires:

                                     12 Months

                                

                            

                            
                                TS*

                                Used by the load balancer to help provide a secure experience.

                                
                                    Provider:

                                    SEB Kort

                                

                                
                                    Expires:

                                     End of visit

                                

                            

                            
                                __RequestVerificationToken

                                Used by the Episerver security components. Protects the user against cross-site request forgery.

                                
                                    Provider:

                                    SEB Kort

                                

                                
                                    Expires:

                                     End of visit

                                

                            

                

            

            

        

        
            
                
                
                Performance Cookies
            
            Performance cookies provide us with general analytical information about how you use our website so that we can improve its functioning. These cookies help us to identify which pages are most or least frequently visited and how visitors navigate our website. All information collected is anonymised prior to analysis.


            
                
                    
                        Performance Cookies
                    

                    

                
                
                            
                                s_vi

                                Stores a unique ID to anonymously identify a unique visitor.

                                
                                    Provider:

                                    Adobe Launch

                                

                                
                                    Expires:

                                     24 Months

                                

                            

                            
                                s_ppvl

                                Stores percentage of pagescroll.

                                
                                    Provider:

                                    Adobe Launch

                                

                                
                                    Expires:

                                     End of visit

                                

                            

                            
                                s_fid

                                Used as a fallback to anonymously identify a unique visitor if the standard s_vi cookie is unavailable due to third-party cookie restrictions.

                                
                                    Provider:

                                    Adobe Launch

                                

                                
                                    Expires:

                                     24 Months

                                

                            

                            
                                s_getNewRepeat

                                Used to determine whether a visitor is a new visitor or a repeat visitor.

                                
                                    Provider:

                                    Adobe Launch

                                

                                
                                    Expires:

                                     24 Months

                                

                            

                            
                                s_ppn

                                Stores information about the previously visited page on the website.

                                
                                    Provider:

                                    Adobe Launch

                                

                                
                                    Expires:

                                     24 Hours

                                

                            

                            
                                s_cc

                                Used to determine if cookies are enabled in the browser.

                                
                                    Provider:

                                    Adobe Launch

                                

                                
                                    Expires:

                                     End of visit

                                

                            

                            
                                c_campaign

                                Stores information about which marketing channel the visitor came from.

                                
                                    Provider:

                                    Adobe Launch

                                

                                
                                    Expires:

                                     30 days

                                

                            

                

            

            

        


    
        
            
                    
                        Only necessary
                    
            
            
                Accept selected
            
        

        
            Accept all
        
    






    Information about cookies




    There are two types of cookies. Persistent cookies remain on the cookie file of your device and are used, for example, to recognize that you are a returning visitor to the site and adapt the website's content to fit your needs or to collect statistical data.

Session cookies are temporary and will disappear when you exit the website or close your browser. Session cookies may be used to enable certain site functions such as applying for a product or carry out online transactions, etc.

Your preferences will be saved for 12 months.
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